NOTES:

1. RIGHT CONFIGURATION SHOWN, MIRROR LEFT CONFIGURATION OF INLET RACK AND BYPASS WEIR IS AVAILABLE TO ACCOMMODATE OTHER OUTLET PIPE LOCATIONS.

2. STANDARD UNITS CAN ACCOMMODATE UP TO A 15 INCH DIAMETER RCP OUTLET PIPE.

3. SEPARATE BYPASS STRUCTURE IS REQUIRED IF PEAK FLOW RATE EXCEEDS 2.0 CFS INTERNAL BYPASS CAPACITY.

4. 18"X36" DIAMOND PLATE ACCESS HATCH STANDARD, SLIP RESISTANT OPTION AVAILABLE.

5. CONTACT OLDCASTLE® INFRASTRUCTURE FOR ENGINEERING ASSISTANCE AND DETAIL DRAWINGS.

6. CONCRETE COMPONENTS SHALL BE MANUFACTURED IN ACCORDANCE WITH ASTM C890 & C913.

7. VEGETATION BY OTHERS. CUSTOMER TO SPECIFY. INSTALLED AT TIME OF ACTIVATION. THE OWNER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE SURVIVAL OF THE VEGETATION AND MUST IRRIGATE AS NECESSARY.
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